
Dear Jim, 
If my FOIA/PA requests 

madeiX this request directly 
file a careful one soon. DIA, 

I have a report from a 
covering,extending to one wi 
that he became a subsidiary 
an me. 

The files on me are e 
They are said to inc 
Perhaps in this we bay 

court by net responding to MY 
filed the request. 

I would say, if it is 
prior requests to the Dim nos) and to whichever 1-, 
copies. 

6/3/76 
for files on me do not include NSA (I donat recall if I 

considered it was covered by the request to DOD) we must 
too. I deistical requests to both. 
thoroughly dependable source that there was massive 

hom X speak frequently by phone and I presume from 
et of the mail  coverage, which is an explicit coverage 

vw. 
;tone taps also extensive. 

an explanation of the CIA's preference for going to 
appeal at all and to Kelley's pretending that I never 

inappropriate, that I consider this covered by by 
Central Intelligence (and it was not to CIA but to 
BOD or the Secretary of Defense. Jou have alai= 

I think I should wri 
no files on me, I know they 
and told him this. 

Prom still another so 
at a time and for a reason 2' 
reason but the verbal account 

I believe we should 
other libraries or instituti 
GSA appropriate. There is 'WA 
we should sake a separate 
least fed them. eerhaps 

If yon want me to fil 
of others, please include 

Secret Barbie*,  again. Xellevirote me that they have 
from two sources one or which is CIA. I Oink I wrote 

I 	that the Secret Service had others covering me 
explain, but in person. It is an absolutely crazy 

has support in documents I have seen. 

make on to Rhoads and to include all Presidential and 
of nAy kind under the Archives, unless you think 

kind of material in the LBJ library. However, I think 
A request of Archives because I'm sure the PBX at 

perhaps same summary of the files On me. 
let me know and I will. If you want to and think 

But I think we want to Mee these rapidly as we can. 


